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About IrIsh revenue
Irish Revenue is the Irish tax and customs administration, employing 
approximately 5,968. It deals with almost 3.5 million personal and business 
taxpayers and collects in the order of €48 billion a year in taxes and 
duties. It is also responsible for trade facilitation and frontier control. the 
organization is highly decentralized, with offices in all parts of the country.

the technIcAl chAllenge
Following the introduction of a new property tax, Irish Revenue’s It department was tasked with launching 
a new service for homeowners who were required to declare their property liability and make a declaration 
online. It soon became apparent that their existing It architecture wouldn’t be able to cope with two million 
property owners accessing the website – potentially at the last minute. 

In addition, Irish Revenue wanted to change the way it managed back-ups, fixes and upgrades. Historically, 
these were conducted during the evenings which could result in some services being unavailable as night 
time copies were made and applications tweaked. therefore, it required a solution which could perform 
operational tasks seamlessly in parallel with no external effect on service quality.

Crucially, Irish Revenue had two prime solution requirements – high availability and performance. due to its 
desire to implement an open source solution which could handle surges in traffic and store data in-memory, 
Irish Revenue approached Hazelcast.

Why hAzelcAst?
In Memory data Grids (IMdGs) are designed to provide high availability and scalability by distributing data 
across multiple machines. the rise of cloud, social media, and Iot has created demand for applications that 
need to be extremely fast and capable of processing millions of transactions per second. 
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the Hazelcast IMdG computing platform helps companies manage their data and distribute processing using 
in-memory storage and parallel execution for breakthrough application speed and scale. It is easy to work with 
and brings a highly resilient and elastic memory resource to applications.

Hazelcast IMdG is one of the most widely adopted open source solutions with hundreds of thousands of 
installed clusters increasing 54% in 2017 to reach over 26 million server starts per month. It is the most 
pervasive open source memory store technology, championing Java’s transition to large scale real-time 
applications, microservices and Big data processing. Collaboration is at the heart of the Hazelcast proposition 
which is why it’s open source in-memory data grid is driven by a mature and stable tribe of community 
members and contributors.

after a short proof of concept, Hazelcast IMdG was deployed by Irish Revenue due to ease of use, high 
availability and scalability. Brian Jones, senior architect, architecture team at Irish Revenue, comments: 
“ultimately Hazelcast was chosen because it was open source, scalable and easy to use. It was up and running 
very quickly which gave us the confidence to proceed with a full implementation.” 

An evolvIng operAtIonAl ApproAch
since the implementation of Hazelcast IMdG, development and testing effort has been reduced, while 
quality has improved. any concerns raised by Irish Revenue have been taken onboard by Hazelcast and 
enhancements included in the next product release. deploying Hazelcast IMdG has provided greater 
availability, which in turn has changed the way Irish Revenue manages new releases, fixes and enhancements. 

damien Mulcahy, systems architect, team Leader of architecture team at Irish Revenue, elaborates: 
“Previously if we wanted to make application changes it was a major enterprise task, now using Hazelcast we 
can seamlessly introduce mid-week releases for individual applications. this enables us to micro manage 
much better, improving our turnaround from a user perspective.”

Previously done at the weekend, any application changes can now be conducted seamlessly during the week 
with no impact on service performance. Prior to deploying Hazelcast, the application architecture relied 
on one application server, so if there was an issue with one application it could result in the downtime of 
all applications. Now, Irish Revenue is able to isolate applications and conduct application changes on an 
individual basis.

DesIgnIng A neW ArchItecture
subsequent to the successful roll-out of the online property tax service (tax collected was above target), Irish 
Revenue has also updated its architecture for new applications. due to the role it played in the property tax 
implementation, the new platform has been built on top of Hazelcast IMdG which acts as an in-memory data 
store for over 20 new applications to interact with. 

Brian Jones continues: “due to the success of the new property tax implementation, we made Hazelcast part 
of our new architectural stack for new applications. I find Hazelcast very responsive to issues we’ve raised or 
enhancements we’ve requested, it’s great to have that level of support and know that you’re being listened to.”

the lAst WorD
using Hazelcast IMdG has enabled Irish Revenue to be more agile and efficient, empowering developers to 
introduce new customer innovations in the knowledge that there will be no impact on service quality.  “With 
the introduction of the new architecture and the deployment of Hazelcast, testing and development effort has 
been reduced and overall quality has improved. as we are now storing data in-memory we are using more 
hardware resource, but the benefits are clear to see. Hardware costs are cheaper than labor costs so, in many 
respects, it’s about finding the right balance. the additional hardware investment we have made has been fully 
justified through an improvement in service,” concluded James Keane, Manager servers, storage, database 
and enterprise architecture at Irish Revenue.
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